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Abstract 
A family of predictor-corrector exponential four-step methods is developed for the numerical integration of 
the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation. The formula developed contains certain free parameters which allows 
it to be fitted automatically to exponential functions. The new methods integrate more exponential functions 
and are very simple compared with the well-known sixth algebraic order Runge-Kutta-type methods. Numerical 
results indicate that the new method is much more accurate than other exponentially fitted methods. 
Keywords: Schrlidinger equation; Predictor-corrector methods; Four-step methods; Exponentially fitted methods; 
Resonance problem 
1. Introduction 
In recent years the radial Schrijdinger equation has been the subject of great activity, the aim being 
to achieve a fast and reliable algorithm that generates a numerical solution. 
The one-dimensional Schrijdinger equation has the form 
+ V(x) - k2 1 y(x), 
where one boundary condition is y(0) = 0 with the other boundary condition being specified at 
x = 00. Equations of this type occur very frequently in theoretical physics, for example [5], and 
there is a real need to be able to solve them both efficiently and reliably by numerical methods. In ( 1) 
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the function W(x) = Z(Z + 1)/x2 + V(x) is denoted as the efSective potential, for which W(x) + 0 
as x -+ co, and k* is a real number denoting the energy. The boundary conditions are 
Y(O) =o (2) 
and a second boundary condition, for large values of x, determined by physical considerations. 
Boundary value methods based on either collocation or finite differences are not very popular for 
the solution of (1) due to the fact that the problem is posed on an infinite interval. Initial-value 
methods, such as shooting, need to take into account the fact that [y’(x) 1 is very large near x = 0. 
So, it is very inappropriate to use standard library packages for the numerical solution of ( 1) . 
One of the most popular methods for the solution of (1) is Numerov’s method. This method is 
only of order four, but in practice it has been found to have a superior performance to higher-order 
four-step methods. The reason for this, as it was proved in [ 111 is that the Numerov method has 
the same phase-lag order with the four-step methods but it has a larger interval of periodicity. So, 
the investigation of linear multistep methods is not a fruitful way to deriving efficient high-order 
methods. 
An alternative approach to deriving higher-order methods for ( 1) was given in [ 11. There a sixth- 
order Runge-Kutta-type method with a large interval of periodicity was derived. This method has 
a phase-lag of order six (while Numerov’s method has phase-lag of order four) and an interval of 
periodicity much larger than the method of Numerov. 
An alternative approach for developing efficient methods for the solution of ( 1) is to use exponential 
fitting. This approach is appropriate because for large x the solution of (1) is periodic. Raptis and 
Allison [9] have derived a Numerov-type exponentially fitted method. Numerical results presented 
in [9] indicate that these fitted methods are much more efficient than Numerov’s method for the 
solution of ( 1). Many authors have investigated the idea of exponential fitting, since [ 91. Perhaps 
the most significant work in this general area was that of Ixaru and Rizea [ 41. They showed that for 
the resonance problem defined by ( 1) it is generally more efficient to derive methods which exactly 
integrate functions of the form 
(1 3 x,x*,  . .,x”,exp(fx),xexp(fx), . . .,xmexp(fx)}, (3) 
than to use classical exponentially fitting methods. A powerful low-order method of this type was 
developed in [ 71. Also the author [ 121 has derived a four-step method of this type which gives much 
more accurate results compared with other four-step methods. The author [ 131 has derived a family 
of four-step methods which give more efficient results than other four-step methods. Also Raptis and 
Cash [ lo] have derived an exponentially fitted method and Cash et al. [ 21 have derived a method 
fitted to (3) with m = 1 and p = 3. 
The purpose of this paper is to derive a family of four-step predictor-corrector methods fitted 
to (3) and in particular to derive methods with m = 0 and p = 7, m = 1 and p = 5 and m = 2 
and p = 3. The new methods are (i) very simple compared with the well-known Runge-Kutta-type 
methods (and they also have comparative accuracy) ; (ii) are much more accurate compared with the 
exponentially fitted four-step methods proposed in [6,8,12]. We have applied the new methods in the 
resonance problem of the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation. 
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2. The new family of methods 
Consider the family of methods 
L,,=yn-ah2(y~+2-4y~+,+6y~-4y~-1+y~-2), 
yn+2 -yn+l - yn-I +~a-:! = h*@oy;+2 +hy;+, +b2~;+hy;_, +b2~:_~), 
(4) 
where, for example, y:+* = f(x,+:,, yn+2) with x,+2 = x, + 2h. 
The local truncation error (LTE) for this method in the classical case ( bO = &, bl = g, b2 = g) 
is given by 
LTE = hst 18648 ay?) + 53yL8”) + C(/$a) 
20 160 (5) 
We require that the family of methods (4) should be exact for any linear combination of the functions 
Case I : {1,x,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,exp(fux)}, 
Case II : {1,x,x2,x3,x4,x5,exp(fux),xexp(fux)}, (6) 
Case III : {1,x,x2,x3,exp(fux),xexp(fux),x2exp(fux)}. 
To construct a method of the form (4) which integrates exactly the functions (6), we require that 
the method (4) integrates exactly 
(1 ,x,exp(fvox),exp(fulx),exp(f~2~),exp(f~3~)), (7) 
and then put 
Case I : uo = u1 = u2 = 0 and u3 = u, 
Case II : u. = u1 = 0 and v2 = u3 = u, (8) 
Case III : u. = 0 and u1 = u2 = u3 = U. 
The method (4) integrates exactly the functions 1, x. Demanding that (4) integrates exactly (7)) 
we obtain the following system of equations for bo, b,, b2 and a: 
2Wj2bo cosh( 2wj) + 2$bl COsh( wj) + b2wi - 2ab2w; [ Cosh( 2wi) - 4 cosh( wj) + 31 
=2[cosh(2wj) -cosh(wj)], (9) 
where Wj = Ujh, j = 0, 1,2,3. 
Solving for bo, bl, b2 and a we obtain the following solutions. 
Case I: u. = u1 = u2 = 0 and u3 = U: 
bo=&, b, = 22 30' b2 = 21 40' 
a = -11 520w2[232cosh(w) + 17cosh(2w) + 1111 - 2764800 [cash(w) - cosh(2w)l 
2557440w4[4cosh(w) -cosh(2w) - 31 
* (10) 
The above formulae are subject to heavy cancellations for small values of w = vh. In this case it 
is much more convenient to use the below mentioned series expansions for the coefficient a of the 
method: 
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53 a=--*w2- 18648 i?dhP4+ 5759694!f:24400w6 - 1612:b8503987200W8* (11) 
Case II: u. = uI =Oarid~~=~~=~: 
b,,= ;{384w’[-llcosh(w) + lOcosh(2w) -5cosh(3w) +cosh(4w) +5] 
+ 288w4[ 5 sinh( w) - 4 sinh( 2w) + sinh( 3w) ] 
-48w5[27cosh(w) - 18cosh(2w) +5cosh(3w) - 141 
+ 24w6 [ 23 sinh( w) - 4 sinh( 2w) - 5 sinh( 3w) ] }, 
b , = ;{1536w3[11 cosh( w) - lOcosh(2w) + 5 cosh(3w) - cosh(4w) - 51 
- 1152w4[5sinh(w) - 4sinh(2w) + sinh(3w)l 
-48w5[172cosh(w) -68cosh(2w) +20cosh(3w) -5cosh(4w) - 1191 
-96w6[23sinh(w) -4sinh(2w) -5sinh(3w)]}, 
b2 = ;{-2304w”[ 11 cash(w) - lOcosh(2w) + 5cosh(3w) - cosh(4w) - 51 
+ 1728w4[ 5 sinh( w) - 4 sinh( 2w) + sinh( 3w) ] 
- 96w5 [ 137 cosh( w) - 82 cosh( 2w) + 23 cosh( 3w) - cosh(4w) - 771 
+ 144w6[23sinh(w) -4sinh(2w) -5sinh(3w)]}, 
a = $-{192w[5 - 11 cash(w) + lOcosh(2w) - 5cosh(3w) +cosh(4w)] 
2 
+ 288~~ [ 5 sinh( w) - 4 sinh( 2w) + sinh( 3w) ] 
+ 24w4[ 23 sinh( w) - 4 sinh( 2w) - 5 sinh( 3w) ] }, (12) 
where D = - 192w5 [ 56 cosh( w) - 28 cosh( 2w) + 8 cosh( 3w) - cosh(4w) - 351. 
The above formulae are subject to heavy cancellations for small values of w = uh. In this case it 
is much more convenient to use the below mentioned series expansions for the coefficients of the 
method: 
b,=-Ir_ 
240 &w” - &w” + 6427 8 20756736000w ’ 
b,=g+ &w” + .-&_-,6 _ 6427 8 5189184000w ’ 
b2==- 
40 
SW4 - &&w6+ 6427 w8, 3 459 456 000 
53 a=--&p2- 
18648 3275!!;;6480w4 + 14916823383802891 600W6 - 
648 952 573 w8 
15455446944537600 * (13) 
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Case III: u. = uI = v2 = v3 = v: 
br, = ;{64w3[42cosh(w) - 36cosh(2w) + 21 cosh(3w) - 7cosh(4w) + cosh(5w) - 211 
- 8w4[210sinh(w) - 198 sinh(2w) + 72sinh(3w) - 5 sinh(4w) - 2 sinh(5w)l 
+ 8~’ [ 174 cosh( w) - 48 cosh( 2w) - 12 cosh( 3w) 
+ 11 cosh(4w) - 2cosh(5w) - 1231 
-24w6[5sinh(w) -4sinh(2w)+3sinh(3w)] 
+ 24~’ [ 11 cosh( w) + 4 cosh( 2w) - 3 cosh( 3w) - 121 
+ 24w8[3 sinh(w) - sinh(3w)]}, 
b, = ;{-64w3[6cosh(w) - 9cosh(2w) - cosh(3w) 
+ 8 cosh(4w) - 5 cosh( 5w) + cosh( 6w) ] 
+ 8w4[210sinh(w) - 72sinh(2w) + 117sinh(3w) + lOOsinh(4w) - 23sinh(5w)] 
- 8w5 [ 318 cosh( w) - 48 cosh( 2w) - 57 cosh( 3w) 
+ 32cosh(4w) - 5 cosh(5w) - 2401 
- 48w6 [ 4 sinh( w) - 6 sinh( 2w) + 4 sinh( 3w) + sinh( 4w) ] 
+96w7[8cosh(w) - 6cosh(2w) +cosh(4w) - 31 
- 96w8[3sinh(w) - sinh(3w)]}, 
b2 = ${-128w3[36cosh(w) - 27cosh(2w) +22cosh(3w) - 15cosh(4w) 
+ 6cosh(5w) + cosh(6w) - 211 
- 336~~ [ 6 sinh( 2w) - 9 sinh( 3w) + 5 sinh(4w) - sinh( 5w) ] 
+48w5[48cosh(w) - 15cosh(3w) + 7cosh(4w) - cosh(5w) - 391 
- 24w6[ 16 sinh(w) - 16 sinh(2w) + 9 sinh(3w) - 4 sinh(4w) + sinh(5w)l 
+ 24w7 [40cosh(w) - 8 cosh(2w) + 9 cosh( 3w) - 4cosh(4w) - cosh(5w) - 361 
+ 144w8[3sinh(w) - sinh(3w)]}, 
a = A{-24w2[6sinh(2w) - 9sinh(3w) + 5 sinh(4w) - sinh(5w)l 
2 
+ 8w3[48 cosh( w) - 15 cosh(3w) + 7 cosh(4w) - cosh(5w) - 391 
+ 24w6[3 sinh(w) - sinh(3w)]}, (14) 
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where 
D = -8w6[42 sinh(w) - 48 sinh(2w) + 27 sinh(3w) - 8 sinh(4w) + sinh(5w) ] 
+ 8w7 [ 126 cosh( w) - 48 cosh( 2w) + 3 cosh( 3w) + 4 cosh( 4w) - cosh( 5w) - 841. 
The above formulae are subject to heavy cancellations for small values of w = uh. In this case it 
is much more convenient to use the below mentioned series expansions for the coefficients of the 
method: 
bo = & - &)w4 + kow6 + 2719 1660538880 W8, 
b, = $ + cww4 + &IV” - $&$jg& 
b2,=- 
40 &w"- 
53 
a = 18648 -&W’- 5z%zw4+ 372;%%400w6 - 19313'&7F%6~7200w8~ 
3. Numerical illustrations 
In this section we present some numerical results to illustrate the performance of our method. We 
consider the numerical integration of the Schriidinger equation: 
y”(x) = (V(x) - E)y(x) (16) 
in the well-known case where the potential V(x) is the Woods-Saxon potential 
UO uoz --- W(x) = V(x) - 1 + z 
a(1 +z)2’ 
(17) 
with z = exp[ (x-X0)/ ] a , uo = -50, a = 0.6 and X0 = 7.0. In order to solve this problem numerically, 
we need to approximate the true (infinite) interval of integration [ 0,oo) by a finite interval. For the 
purpose of our numerical illustration we take the domain of integration as 0 < x < 15. We consider 
( 16) in a rather large domain of energies, i.e., [ 1, lOOO] . The problem we consider is the so-called 
resonance problem. 
In the case of positive energies E = k2, the potential dies away faster than the term I( I + 1)/x2; 
Eq. ( 1) effectively reduces to 
y”(x) + 
ztz + 1) k2 - x2 
> 
y(x) = 0, (18) 
for x greater than some value X. 
The above equation has linearly independent solutions kxj!( kx) and kxq (kx) , where j, (kx) , 
nl( kx) are the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions, respectively. Thus the solution of ( 1) has 
the asymptotic form (when x + 0) 
y(x) N Akxjl(kx) - Bkxq(kx) =AC[sin(kx- $Z) +tan&cos(kx- @)I, 
where 6, is the phase shif which may be calculated from the formula 
(19) 
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tanS,= 
Y(X2)S(Xl) - Y(XI)S(X2) 
Y(Xl)C(X2) - Y(X2)C(XI) ’ 
(20) 
for x1 and x2 distinct points on the asymptotic region with S(x) = kxj/( kx) and C(x) = kxn[( kx) . 
Since the problem is treated as an initial-value problem, one needs y. and y1 before starting a 
two-step method. From the initial condition, y. = 0, we show that, for values of x close to the origin, 
the solution behaves as y(x) = cx ‘+l With these starting values we evaluate at some point of the . 
asymptotic region the phase shift 61 and the normalization factor C from the above relations. 
For positive energies one has the so-called resonance problem. This problem consists either of 
finding the phase shift S(E) or finding those E, for E E [ 1, lOOO], at which S equals $r. We 
actually solve the latter problem, known as the “TesoIzunce problem” when the positive eigenenergies 
lie under the potential barrier. 
The boundary conditions for this problem are 
y(O) = 0, y(x) = cos [a~], for large X. 
The domain of numerical integration is [ 0, 151. 
In our numerical illustration we find the positive eigenenergies or resonances by the following six 
methods: 
Method M I: method derived in [ 81; 
Method M II: method derived in [ 61; 
Method M III: method derived in [ 121; 
Method M IV: new exponentially fitted method (Case I of the family) ; 
Method M V: new exponentially fitted method (Case II of the family) ; 
Method M VI: new exponentially fitted method (Case III of the family). 
The numerical results obtained for the six methods were compared to the true solution to the 
Woods-Saxon potential resonance problem. This true solution was obtained corrected to six decimal 
places using the analytic solution. Table 1 shows the absolute errors of the eigenenergies in lop6 
units for different choices of constant stepsize, which are shown in the second column. The empty 
area indicates that the corresponding absolute error is larger than 1. 
The performance of the different methods is dependent on the choice of the fitting parameter u. 
For the purpose of obtaining our numerical results, it is appropriate to choose u in the way suggested 
in [ 41. That is, we choose 
(-50 + E) 1’2, for x E [0,6.5], 
v= 
El/2 9 for x E (6.5,15]. 
For a discussion of the reasons for choosing the values 50 and 6.5 and the extent to which the results 
obtained depend on these values, see [4, p. 251. 
All computations were carried out on an IBM PC-AT 80386 with an 80387 mathcoprocessor of 
the Informatics Laboratory of the Agricultural University of Athens using double-precision arithmetic 
(sixteen significant digits accuracy). 
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Table 1 
Absolute errors, in 10e6 units, of the resonances calculated by the six algorithms M I-M VI 
Resonance h MI M II M III M IV MV M VI 
53.588 872 _!_ 16 726 104 57 10 1 0 
I 
32 11 2 1 1 0 0 
I 62 0 0 0 0 0 0 
163.215341 I 16 26 348 707 587 87 5 0 
r 32 350 11 7 2 0 0 
& 6 1 0 0 0 0 
34 1.495 874 _!_ 16 502651 6287 4856 234 45 5 
I 32 4693 41 30 5 1 1 
I 64 73 2 1 1 0 0 
989.701916 I 16 92588 44855 7891 110 8 
& 297 062 394 369 15 7 2 
I 64 4377 7 5 2 1 0 
4. Conclusion 
We must note that the new methods are very simple (compared with the Runge-Kutta-type hybrid 
methods of Raptis and Cash) and much more accurate compared with the methods proposed in 
[ 6,8,12], which are the most accurate four-step methods in the literature. 
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